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Abstract: 
What methods can be used to understand the pain of others?  Studying violence is very 
different than studying kinship or religion or other topics, which, however complex 
intellectually, are relatively risk free.  In contrast, a study of violence is likely to put the 
observer at risk, both physically and psychologically.  Violence also fragments 
experience, making it difficult to construct coherent or effective narratives about it.  To 
overcome these difficulties, the texts under review variously combine ‘experience-near’ 
accounts with historical ‘experience-distant’ analysis. Each mode has its own advantages 
and disadvantages.  Experience near reportage must rely on material that is fragmentary, 
oblique and restricted, but which is also emotionally intense and involving; experience 
distant analysis can achieve objectivity, systematic understanding, and intellectual 
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closure, but at the price of immediacy and expressive power. The most experience near 
material conveys trauma and depersonalization, the most experience distant accounts 
convey coherence and idealization; a mingling of the two extremes occurs at the middle 
range (violence, South Asia, social movements, ethnographic methodology).   
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REFLECTIONS ON VIOLENCE AND ETHNOGRAPHIC PRACTICE 
 As Adam Smith (1759) was the first to note, human beings blush with shame 
when they witness another’s embarrassment, or smile when they observe another’s 
happiness, but they are not able to experience someone else’s pain.  We may be grimace 
with disgust or horror when we witness agony or we may feel a secret sadistic thrill; we 
may extend a helping hand or we may be relieved (it wasn’t me).   But we don’t actually 
feel the suffering of others, despite the cliché.  Not even the slightest twinge. 
Yet, although we do not physically experience other’s pain, in our culture we are 
endlessly fascinated by how the sufferer reacts.   No accident occurs without its circle of 
spellbound onlookers, while graphic scenes of dismemberment entice and excite movie 
audiences.  Since Schopenhauer (1819), philosophers have speculated that the morbid 
attraction to the misery of others arises from the human awareness of transience and the 
coincident imaginative capacity, which renders pain more frightening and also more 
mesmerizing for us than it is for animals. This is because pain disorganizes, fragments, 
and disintegrates identity.  Since pain negates the coherent and autonomous self, there is 
a deep desire to observe how others respond when subjected to its shattering force.  At 
the same time, in our personal lives pain is a catastrophe at worst, troublesome at best.  
Personal suffering is meaningless and disruptive.  It should always be evaded, medicated, 
or otherwise alleviated.   
However, this attitude toward pain may not be as unanimous as it is often 
assumed to be. In many spiritual traditions, including Christianity, suffering is not viewed 
with fascinated horror when it occurs to others, nor is relief sought when the self is 
tormented.  Rather, pain is regarded as a question demanding an answer or a lesson to be 
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learned (for synoptic discussions, see Norris forthcoming, Asad 1994).  For example, 
Buddhist acolytes meditate on bodies rotting in the graveyard to realize the vanities of 
human ambition, and Shi’ite faithful flagellate themselves during Muharram in order to 
identify with and expiate the torturous deaths of Hasan and Hussein.  
The modern Western mix of attraction to, repulsion from, and denial of pain is 
also very different from the attitudes of people in the society where I did my fieldwork 
(the Swat Pathans – or Pukhtun - of Northern Pakistan) where commission of casual acts 
of violence to others was reckoned to be a legitimate source of pleasure, as well as a 
normal requirement for maintaining social order in a world governed by honor and 
lineage pride. At the same time, violence was nothing to be feared, if reasonable 
precautions were taken. When anti-American riots erupted in Karachi during my stay, I 
was worried.  My friends laughed: “We will put a machine-gun on the roof and no one 
will bother you.”  No one did.  And even if violence did occur, there was an answer to it.  
According to a story I was told, a Hindu once visited a local village as a guest of one of 
my friends.  While wandering in the streets, he heard mutterings from the inhabitants.  
“We should kill this infidel,” they said.  Panicked, he ran to my friend.  “Don’t be afraid,” 
he was told.  “Your death will be avenged!”  
The mundane and organized character of violence also undercut morbid attraction 
to it.  The blasé local attitude was literally brought home to me when, after having dinner 
and talking for awhile, my host offhandedly mentioned that earlier in the day he had 
happened upon a recently murdered man lying in a ditch.  The most interesting thing for 
him was that the corpse had been wearing a vest very much like one of his own.  
Frightened that the murderer might be lurking somewhere close by, he hurried on his 
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way, forgot the whole incident, and recalled it only after eating a good meal.  Nor was 
other’s suffering the only suffering to be ignored.  I was amazed when the village 
patriarch put sticks between his fingers and laughed when his grandson squeezed his 
hand, or when people stoically suffered excruciating sores, infections, toothaches, and so 
on without complaint.   Pain seemed to be something people could set aside.   
I left these anecdotes, and many others of the same ilk, out of my ethnography 
(Lindholm 1979) because I did not know how to talk about them – nor am I sure how to 
talk about them today.  In fact, even the violence I did discuss in the book led to 
accusations that I had portrayed the Pathan as evil or depraved, and so had played into the 
hands of their exploiters. I replied that a readiness for and capacity to withstand violence 
was a necessity in the Swati social world, that the real threat of retribution correlated with 
a relatively low rate of homicide, and that the villagers themselves would recognize the 
truth of my portrait of them.  Furthermore, the Pathan were people I was proud to call my 
friends.  The unexplored implication was that even one’s friends can occasionally be 
brutal.  In fact, it was precisely because they were my friends that I knew about the daily 
cruelty of their lives.  My problem – both stylistic and moral - with discussing violence is 
not unusual for ethnographers who have worked in cultures where physical force is 
endemic (see Dentan 2007 for more). 
In my research, I tried to solve this problem by focusing on the cultural and 
structural reasons why violence (or the threat of violence) was so much a part of life in 
Swat.  Although I did place the village within a larger historical frame of imperial 
intrusion and local resistance, my analysis remained mostly within its walls, and in the 
ethnographic present.  Nor did I try to convey the villager’s subjective experiences of 
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violence, I did not translate their narratives or consider their inner psychological states (I 
did argue that high degrees of internal competition and distrust correlated with an equally 
high idealization of friendship).  My work was, in this sense, both ‘experience-distant’ 
and spatially and temporally narrow.  It never crossed my mind it could be anything else.  
But cultural anthropologists today are often unsatisfied with this approach to those in 
anguish, and to those who cause anguish.   The focus has shifted in two opposing 
directions: on the one hand, toward vivid accounts of personal experience, which can be 
purely biographical (for an example of this approach among the Pathan, see Grima 1992) 
and on the other hand toward analysis the historical role of state systems and their 
agencies in inflicting of pain (for a thorough discussion, see Webel 2004).  The first 
strategy utilizes the methods of documentary journalism, the second the methods of 
history and political science.   
The books under review seek, in their own ways, to combine these opposing  
approaches, expanding the traditional boundaries of anthropology both by personalizing 
the experience of violence and by undertaking wide ranging contextual analysis of 
violence (or reactive non-violence) in social movements.  Significantly, the studies all 
revolve around acts of popular resistance against forcible incorporation into a dominant 
nation-state in South Asia (Sri Lanka and Pakistan).   As such, they are situated within a 
specific cultural region, even though different moral perspectives and methodological 
approaches are taken in each instance, as I will discuss later. However, like all 
anthropological studies of violence today, the writers have had to face the vexing 
problem of how to describe and analyze dangerous situations (for comparative material, 
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see the essays in Nordstrom and Robben 1995).  Their solutions may have, I hope, 
comparative value outside the South Asian situation. 
TALKING ABOUT VIOLENCE IN RURAL SRI LANKA  
To begin with the text that is closest to the actual experience of trauma, Alex 
Argenti-Pillen originally hoped to do research on Sri Lankan soldiers who had committed 
war crimes in the ongoing struggle against the Tamil Independence movement, but she 
was prevented from doing so by the government.  Instead, she worked with soldier’s 
families in Udahenagama, a remote rural village, where she focused primarily on 
women’s discourse about the violence done by their men.  This was a difficult task, since 
army deserters roamed the hillsides in this isolated area, hiding from the authorities, 
drinking, stealing, and occasionally murdering rivals and villagers in an ongoing guerilla 
war.  Fearing attack, Argenti-Pillen settled for daily visits to her field site, where focused 
individual interviews proved impossible, and very little material could be gathered about 
daily life.  Instead, she collected whatever scraps of information she could by taping 
conversational language lessons.  The material included shouted comments from next-
door neighbors who could hear the goings-on through the paper thin walls in the densely 
packed environment of Udahenagama.  
Because she was obliged by circumstances to pay special attention to the fleeting 
acoustic aspects (she calls it a ‘soundscape’) of village life, her book consists mainly of 
the transcripts of bits and pieces of condensed and highly ambivalent local female 
discourse which are then subjected to close linguistic analysis, enriched by whatever 
contextual knowledge she could acquire. The methodology she employs is innovative, 
and might well be applied in other similarly fraught and chaotic situations. Following 
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David Brenneis (1984) she bases her analysis primarily on the careful documentation and 
analysis of objective linguistic indications of anxiety.  For example, people in the village 
use euphemisms to talk about the things they fear most, taming and domesticating them.  
Torture is child’s mischief, civil war is confusion caused by hurrying. Talking directly 
about danger and violence is considered likely to attract wild spirits, and must be avoided 
at all costs.  Clarity of reference is studiously avoided as well, and names of real people 
or real events are rarely mentioned.  Instead, circumlocutions and zero anaphora (use of 
vague pronouns) blur the facts, and no efforts are made to fill in outsiders, who must 
muddle through, understanding only a little of what is being communicated. Another 
diffusing protective mechanism is the ubiquitous use of indirect speech, so that no one is  
responsible for their statements.  Rather, it is always, ‘it is said’ and ‘we are told.’ 
Dangerous utterances float without any personal attribution or responsibility.  
The findings she manages to glean from her analysis of the villager’s 
euphemisms, circumlocutions, blurred discourse, and indirect references are often 
fascinating and counter-intuitive.  For example, she argues that violence in the village is 
actually less likely to spread than is the case in the city.  The logic is as follows: 
Udahenagama cosmology is based on an opposition between culture and ‘wildness.’  
Women (and men as well) greatly fear exposure to ‘the gaze of the wild’ which can cause 
unprotected individuals to collapse and lie rigid and motionless on the floor, muttering 
“can’t stay here, can’t live, can’t look” through clenched teeth, then jump up and flee into 
the jungle.   Typically people who are attacked are alone and unprotected, or are naturally 
dreamy and therefore susceptible to possession. However, spirits are not the only 
instigators of traumatic attacks.  Human violence is also understood to be caused by ‘the 
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gaze of the wild.’  In fact, nowadays even the wild spirits have become afraid of human 
beings who have no fear or shame, and who are more wild and dangerous than any spirit 
ever could be.  
Wild spirit attacks are generally taken to be caused by the sorcery of an aggrieved 
member of the victim’s extended family. The same model is used to account for all sorts 
of violence, including violence committed by insurgents or military forces.  This means 
that aggression is always attributed to some specific local enemy, not to any larger 
collective.  It is never the government that is responsible, nor some other village or kin 
group or political party.  They are simply the agents of specific local enemies. Argenti-
Pillen notes that the attribution of violence to the evil designs of a particular individual 
has an ameliorative effect in this egalitarian, face-to-face environment where mobility is 
limited.  In this setting, people are obliged to live with near neighbors whose sons or 
brothers may well have committed murder, rape or other acts of brutality within the 
community.  By restricting culpability to the perpetrator, and not to his family, and 
restricting suffering to the actual victim, and not extending it to the community, 
aggression is contained and specific.  Revenge is taken by individuals on other 
individuals.  The rest of the community is not implicated or responsible.  As a result, 
there are no mass murders in the villages, unless they are undertaken by the state 
sponsored military counter-insurgency forces. In contrast, Argenti-Pillen argues that in 
‘civilized’ urban environments modern conditions of decontextualization, abstraction and 
universalization permit people to ‘be eliminated on a wide scale because of their group 
identity.” (2003: 79) 
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A linked argument is that the major effort by the Sri Lankan government and 
NGOs to treat Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) among village women is best seen 
as a misguided attempt to impose destructive Western values on the villagers.  As noted 
above, violence is understood in the village cosmology as emanating from wild spirits 
who cause fear and trembling in those whom they possess.  Rituals can cleanse these 
symptoms, but anxiety attacks are likely to recur in any situation that provokes fear.  
Cleansing rituals against these attacks provide occasions for expressions of collective 
solidarity within the household, as spirits are noisily frightened away by ritual specialists, 
and relegated to spaces between houses, where they continue to lurk.  Many women, 
terrified by the ongoing violence around them, are regularly afflicted by wild spirits and 
continually undergo ceremonial purges, so that drums resound almost nightly in 
Udahenagama and the surrounding villages.   
But since the civil war of 1988 some village women have become ‘fearless’ and 
no longer attend these ceremonies or have any need for them.  After they have left the 
village behind in order to search for husbands and loved ones lost in the war, they 
become detached from the small-scale anxieties of their fellow villagers.  When they 
return, they claim to be permanently cured of any fear of the gaze of the wild.  These bold 
women are willing and able to venture beyond their limited households and village 
networks to seek help from the state and its associated NGOs.  Consequently, they are the 
‘self-actualizing’ local leaders picked by the mental health administration to be taught 
how to administer therapy for PTSD, and they are the ones put in charge of local clinics. 
Thus, what is seen locally as a dangerous and impious aberration is turned into an ideal 
by governmental support. Meanwhile, indigenous ritual cleansing ceremonies are 
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interpreted by government mental health professionals as inefficient and primitive modes 
for coping with PTSD, to be discouraged in favor of a more empowering therapy aimed 
at inducing autonomy and fearlessness. 
The danger, Argenti-Pillen argues, is that this therapeutic ideology, promoted by 
NGOs and the state, erodes the traditional cycle of collective containment that presently 
restricts violence in Udahenagama and other such villages. Favoring women who are 
fearless creates an atmosphere in which cautious tradition and local solidarity is no longer 
valued.  Discarding these cultural constraints may lead to an increase in violence.  
Furthermore, the children of fearless women will probably grow up to be fearless and 
heedless adults.   Argenti-Pillen worries that such fearless people will make good future 
soldiers in the state army of the disenchanted, able to commit acts so cruel that they put to 
shame the violence of the spirits.  Worse,  unlike the spirits, brutal people cannot be 
exorcised.  They are not possessed, but have actually become cruel monsters, and so will 
continue killing, with no stoppage possible.  
VIOLENCE AS FUN IN URBAN PAKISTAN 
Like Argenti-Pillen, Oskar Verkaaik was unable to live in his field site, which in 
his case was the urban enclave of Pakka Qila in Hyderabad, Pakistan, inhabited mostly by 
members of the MQM (Muhajir Qaumi Movement).  During the time of his fieldwork, 
violence in Pakka Qila had abated, due to massive government repression of the MQM, 
but mistrust was pervasive, and Verkaaik could not talk to potential key informants who 
were either in exile or hiding.  Even inquiring about these individuals provoked suspicion 
and anxiety.  As a result, he was able to witness only one MQM rally, and his informants 
consisted mainly of marginalized young men who had played distinctly minor roles in the 
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movement when it was ongoing.  His book is more ‘experience-distant’ than Argenti-
Pillen’s, since his informants were not presently in danger, but were recalling violence  
from a temporal distance. His book consists primarily of a very competent historical 
account of the rise and fall of the MQM party derived from various official and unofficial 
publications, placed within the larger framework of Pakistani political history, 
interwoven with second-hand anecdotes from party members, enlivened by the actual 
observation of a few characteristic events (such as the sole MQM rally he witnessed), all 
leavened with the author’s own occasional personal observations and informed by his 
often brilliant – but impersonal - analysis. 
The MQM is an especially interesting case in the era of essentialist ethnic politics 
because it is a party consisting of immigrants (muhajirs – from the same root as hajji – 
one who goes out on a holy pilgrimage) or, more precisely, the children and 
grandchildren of  those refugees who arrived in Pakistan from India as a result of 
partition.  In the early period, muhajirs were popularly seen as the intellectual and moral 
centers of the new Pakistani nation; they were admired as people who had sacrificed their 
homes and livelihood in support of the ideal of Islam.  Most of them were staunch 
supporters of moderate Islamic parties, and followed the lead of their highly educated, 
modernizing,  and rationalist elite.   However, the majority of the migrants were hardly 
elite themselves.  Most were from relatively low caste backgrounds and worked at menial 
or clerical jobs in the slums of the sprawling urban centers of Karachi or Hyderabad.  It 
was from the under-employed youth of this restless and polyglot class that the MQM 
arose as a party claiming to be both an ethnic group and a religious movement.  Relying 
on a combination of charismatic leadership, high idealism, mockery, and thuggish 
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violence, it managed to gain physical and political control over major enclaves in both 
cities for nearly a decade before being crushed by the Pakistani Government (though 
since the publication of this ethnography it has been resurgent). 
In his analysis, Verkaaik demonstrates that a dichotomous view of politics in 
Pakistan (or elsewhere, for that matter) as either ‘Islamic’ or ‘ethnic’ is mistaken.  Nor 
does the ideology of modern nation wholly replace the conceptual system of the original 
religious community.  Rather, there is a dialectical relationship, so categories that seem 
from the outside to be mutually exclusive are not seen as such by insiders (Van der Veer 
1994).  In Pakistan, different ethnic groups or quams were popularly assumed to have 
different kinds of Islamic (and other) tendencies.  The urban immigrant muhajirs were 
seen, and saw themselves, as disciplined, cool, intellectual, modernist interpreters of a 
legalistic Islam, while the indigenous rural Sindhis were seen, and saw themselves, as 
mystical, humble, and devoted, but also inclined to passionate involvement in charismatic 
religious movements. The Pathan frontier people were seen, and saw themselves, as 
tribal, warlike, yet obedient to Shariat law.  These distinctions had to be reconciled within 
the equalizing ideology of the pure land (Pakistan).  One way this occurred was by 
valorizing primordial ethnic distinctions as constitutive of the overall nation. Thus, 
during the 70s, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, the leader of the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) 
affirmed the ‘authentic’ and ‘emotional’ values of rural indigenous peoples, especially 
the Sindhis who were his main constituency. 
Bhutto’s strategy left out the muhajirs, since they were without roots in the 
national soil, and since the values repudiated were precisely the values of 
cosmopolitanism by which they had long defined themselves.   In response to the 
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changing political landscape of Pakistan, muhajir youth began to take action into their 
own hands, opposing their conservative middle-class leaders by proclaiming themselves 
an ethnicity equivalent to others, and so deserving equal treatment in Pakistan.  A former 
taxi driver who had worked in Chicago, Altaf Hussain, rapidly rose to become the 
charismatic leader of the nascent MQM movement.  He was portrayed as an man of 
compassion, bursting into tears when he talked about the plight of his people.  But he also 
was pictured as a king or Sufi Pir (saint), crowned and carrying a golden sword, tying his 
devotees to him via a powerful oath of allegiance.  This imagery was an appropriation of 
Sindhi religious symbolism, turning the young radical muhajirs away from the reformist, 
intellectual Islam of their elite, and giving them a new sense of spiritual power (it may be 
worth recalling the term ‘thug’ originated in Northern India to describe assassins devoted 
to esoteric practices, and that Sufi devotees to the Sindhi Pir Pagara fiercely fought 
against the British in the 1890s and 1940s – for more see Lambrick 1995).   
As dutifully documented by Verkaaik, there were many shifts in the ideology of 
the Party during its short life, as it sought to legitimate itself as modernist at one moment, 
traditionalist the next, radical the next, allying, then splitting with the Sindhis, accepting 
then rejecting the PPP, championing gender equality and democracy while terrorizing 
opponents and practicing wide-scale extortion.  Despite all its contradictions and 
inconsistencies, for a short time, the MQM was the third largest party in Pakistan, and 
dominated Karachi and Hyderabad until its suppression in 1992. Altaf Hussain was 
forced into exile, occasionally radioing gnomic rallying cries to an increasingly 
diminishing base. 
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There is much confusion in this tangled tale, some of which is clarified by 
Verkaaik’s masterly account, but some of which remains, perhaps necessarily, obscure.  
It is never clear, for example, what part Shi’ism (in all its multiple and sometimes 
dissimulated forms) played in the MQM rise and subsequent repression by the Pakistani 
state, in which Sunnis are the majority.  Be that as it may, what is most striking is not the 
vicissitudes of this volatile movement, but the manner in which it took hold of previously 
listless muhajir youths, turning them into political activists and, sometimes, into violent 
hooligans willing to loot, intimidate, and even kill.  How did this occur? Relying on 
accounts by his informants, Verkaaik concludes that young men were drawn into the 
movement not for any higher purpose, nor even out of loyalty to the charismatic leader 
(who they sometimes mocked), but out of boredom and a desire for ‘fun.’  Participation 
in the MQM offered them the transgressive pleasures of  provocation.  As activists and 
members they were permitted and encouraged to ridicule the powerful and overturn 
conventions. This was exhilarating, especially for young men with little to hope for, little 
respect for a status quo that offered them nothing, and little to restrain their impulses. 
Verkaaik documents how harmless horseplay could turn into serious acts of violence in 
gangs where thrill-seeking young men sought to outdo each other in their displays of 
masculinity and heedlessness.  These show-offs are the urban equivalent of the army 
deserters the women of Udahenagama fear so much. 
To understand his case, Verkaaik draws upon postmodern theorists who see ethnic 
violence as a purificatory response to anxiety about the blurring of boundaries as well as 
traditional theories, which picture violence as way of providing participants with group 
identities, status, structure, and excitement. This is heady stuff, but the picture is a 
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familiar one to anyone who has read about the constituency of other violent, primordialist 
political movements (for a classic account, see Abel 1938). Verkaaik’s analysis is at its 
most ethnographic and most original when he recounts the way local poets and activists 
shifted contexts in order to reveal cultural and political incongruities, thereby 
undermining taken-for-granted verities and creating a more fragmented environment 
which favored acts of masculine self-assertion through festive spectacles of transgression. 
Verkaaik rightly points out that crowds have their own transformative dynamic, but 
followers are never wholly lost within them, and he is innovative when he describes how 
young men sought status and self-discovery as well as excitement and empowerment by 
participation.  
He also shows how jokes and parody, when repeated and implemented in a 
charismatic milieu, can eventually become serious business, motivating even the jokers to 
startling acts of sacrifice and risk.  For example, awarding the leader Altaf Hussain with 
titles befitting a Sufi Saint was at first a conscious parody of Sindhi religiosity.  But once 
the golden sword was buckled on, the travesty was slowly transformed into truth. As 
Verkaaik writes, “the technique of exaggeration often created an atmosphere in which the 
absurd became partially serious and the serious became partially absurd” (2004:122).  
But to really explicate the sources of violence,  he might have taken more cognizance of 
Freud’s wise words: “it is always possible to bind together a considerable number of 
people in love, so long as there are other people left over to receive the manifestations of 
their aggressiveness.” (1961: 61.  For my perspective on crowd psychology, see 
Lindholm 1993). 
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Under these destabilizing circumstances, and under pressure from the state, the 
already existent rhetoric of ethnic cleansing and martyrdom ‘condensed’ within the 
MQM into a poisonous brew, leading  to acts of brutality and self-sacrifice that were 
previously unthinkable.   The atmosphere became apocalyptic, and many muhajirs 
sincerely believed they were on the verge of a final battle in which either they or their 
enemies would be exterminated.  And indeed, there was serious persecution, but the end 
of the world did not occur.  Instead, there was a gradual calming down, the sensation of 
heightened reality and solidarity faded, leaving only a memory that could be evoked 
again in later moments of crisis.  Victor Turner got it backwards, Verkaaik says.  The 
daily world is liminal and incomplete, while structure and unity are achieved only in 
transitory crisis states, which then serve as templates for later social action.  I think this is 
a misreading of Turner, who actually argues that the weak and downtrodden often do 
develop elaborate hierarchical structures during liminal periods, and that crisis can serve 
as a focal point for communal resistance and a space for the development of new 
paradigms, which then act as a template for later social processes (see especially Turner 
1969).  But the point is valid.  The MQM, with its values of toughness and transgression,  
provided a momentary locus of unity for the young urban muhajir population in the 
shifting political landscape of Pakistan, where identity truly is a scarce resource (see 
Harrison 1999 for this formulation).  But as soon as the MQM began to partake of 
‘politics as usual’ it became just another feeder at the trough, incapable of exciting and 
sustaining real commitment – at least for the moment.   
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PASSIVE RESISTANCE ON PAKISTAN’S NORTHWEST FRONTIER  
The MQM was a political movement based primarily on the creation of masculine 
solidarity and a transgressive affirmation of violence.  It appealed to alienated urban 
youth who lacked a sense of roots and were imprisoned in their immigrant parents’ 
ideology of respectability and restraint.  How different the situation was among the 
Pathans on Pakistan’s Northwest Frontier Province (NWFP) where Mukulika Banerjee 
did her research!  In this region, tribal affiliations are understood and experienced as 
primordial, while an ethic of masculine solidarity and violence is at the center of the local 
value system.  Feud, revenge, and a strict code of honor (Pathanwali) are enacted in daily 
life by the khans (landlords/tribal elite) and provide the material for legends.  Men here 
do not need a social movement to give them an outlet for their aggressiveness.  On the 
contrary, the problem is how to somehow channel and restrict endemic violence. 
Traditionally, this was accomplished through a well-understood pattern of retribution that 
I described some years ago (Lindholm 1981).  
But what I did not discuss then, and what has been left out of most accounts of the 
region, is the extraordinary fact that more than half a century ago the ‘warlike Pathans’ 
engaged in the sub-Continent’s most effective campaign of passive resistance to British 
colonial authority, with many of them suffering terrible brutality and humiliation as a 
result.  It is this untold story that Banerjee captures in her fine book, which  is the result 
of her travels through the NWFP interviewing the remnants of what had once been the 
KK movement (Khudai Khitmatgar or God’s servants, also known as the Red Shirts for 
the color of their typical orange-brown uniforms).  Despite its historical importance, and 
despite its paradoxical content (warriors who became pacifists) the KK has been 
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forgotten, largely because it was connected to Gandhi and the Indian Congress Party, and 
also because it was in favor of Pathan autonomy.  As a result, after partition and the 
foundation of Pakistan the KK lost its political identity and was almost erased from 
official memory. Only a few survivors remained to tell the tale.   
In her research, Banerjee was of course even further removed from the actual site 
of confrontation than were Argenti-Pillen and Verkaaik.  There are advantages to 
distance.  From her position of safety, she was able to complete a number of intensive 
and focused interviews with a variety of informants at different levels in the KK 
organization who were eager to tell their tales and set the record straight.  Her work was 
also facilitated by the support of the family of the now deceased great leader of the KK, 
Badshah Khan.  This gave her access to more material about leadership than the other 
studies, which focused on innocent bystanders (Argenti-Pillen) or low-level followers 
(Verkaaik).  The result is a massive and comprehensive oral history of the Red Shirts, 
supplemented by archival research, describing in great detail the mobilization, 
organization, and ideology of a charismatic movement of non-violent resistance that 
galvanized a populace proud of its warlike heritage. 
Banerjee notes that the KK appeared during a period of internal contradiction in 
the old Pathan system of self-help and personal vengeance, particularly in the ‘settled 
districts’ of the lowlands, where large landlords controlled warring factions and violence 
was on the increase, outside the restraints of the old honor code.  This tension was 
heightened by colonial attitudes.  The British, fearing chaos on their vulnerable border, 
followed oppressive policies there, heavily taxing an already impoverished populace, 
eliminating civil liberties, while providing very few amenities.  Education, in particular, 
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was not supported by the colonialist regime. The time was propitious for the appearance 
of a political movement for independence, and one soon arose, led by a wealthy landlord 
named Abdul Gaffar Khan who was born in Utmanzai in Peshawar District in 1890.  
Educated in the British system by Christian missionaries, Gaffar Khan became an activist 
working for social justice and Pathan self-reliance at a very young age.  With the desire 
to share his own advantages and an interest in modernization and Pathan independence, 
he campaigned hard for schools in which the local language (Pashto – or Pukhto in other 
regions) could be taught.  But even more important, he felt that the old way of life based 
on feuds and masculine honor was antiquated and prevented his people from progress.  
At the same time, he realized that change had to build on the cultural base that already 
existed.  A powerful speaker and brilliant organizer, Gaffar Khan (now renamed with the 
honorific Badshah), tirelessly toured the villages, informing the populace of British 
injustices and calling for a new purified morality, based on co-operation, self-sacrifice, 
education, cleanliness, piety, sobriety, physical strength, and – most surprisingly – non-
violent resistance, inspired by, but very different in style from, Gandhi’s concept of 
satyagraha.  . 
The movement’s appeal was wide-spread. The Pathan intelligentsia perceived it 
as revival of Pashto culture and ethnic unity, the small landlords saw it as much-needed 
political reform, the religious classes (ulema) favored it as a crusade against the infidel, 
while the peasants took it as a struggle against the big khans who were active agents of 
the British.  Furthermore, although the movement followed Muslim religious precepts, 
and despite the popular tendency to impute magical powers to the Badshah, he remained 
determinedly pragmatic, never making millenarian promises that were bound to be 
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unmet.  As a result, the KK could proudly point to its small accomplishments, such as 
cleaning up villages or setting up schools, and maintain loyalty among followers.  The 
turning point came in 1930 when a peaceful protest against liquor sales led to a massacre 
of 200 Red Shirt followers.  Henceforth, it became a matter of honor for every family to 
have at least one member volunteer for the KK in order to register opposition to British 
repression.  
 Non-violence was inculcated among the KK followers during training camps, 
where new volunteers were taught military drill, given rigorous physical training, put to 
work cleaning streets an d digging latrines, provided with political indoctrination, and 
instilled with a sense of unity and commitment.  The Badshah himself set the example, 
working with the lowest peasants, cleaning and sweeping, and doing other physical labor 
considered far beneath the dignity of a great khan. The message was that the KK member 
serves others, and so gains the capacity for true revolutionary action. The name of the 
group indicated this revaluation of the traditional Pathan attitude of autonomy: in local 
terminology khidmatgar means an orderly or servant.  The message of service and 
sacrifice was spread in a number of different ways: by reference to the humility of the 
Prophet Muhammad, by the Badshah’s own ethic of self-abnegation, by downplaying old 
emblems of status and tribal affiliation, by appointing poor people and outcastes as 
leaders, and by instilling selflessness through team drills, shared uniforms, and other 
leveling mechanisms. Banerjee insightfully notes that the major influence for the KK 
methods of mobilization was not the British Army, but the Salvation Army, which had 
been active in India from the 1920s. 
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The non-violent ideology of the KK gained adherents for many reasons, but the 
primary one was that the Badshah was able to reconfigure traditional Pathan warrior 
values, which, in any case, had become more and more difficult to live up to in the 
hierarchical environment of the settled areas.  Where the Pathan code had previously 
obliged men to ‘return a pinch with a slap,’ the honorable and manly thing now became a 
willingness to suffer pain and humiliation silently – a capacity that was already part of 
the masculine ideal, but that had nothing to do with wealth or power. In fact, the humble 
were more practiced in stoic submission than their social betters. The KK also promoted 
an ethic of forgiveness, drawing on Quranic teaching and on local traditions granting 
refuge and protection to enemies.  Finally, the Badshah told his followers that their 
courage and generosity would give the lie to British propaganda that the Pathans were 
primitive, violent and unfit to govern themselves.  By combining Islamic and tribal 
notions of masculine virtue with a desire to prove themselves worthy of respect, the KK 
ethic fit the values of the Pathans, and stood in direct contrast to Gandhi’s use of Hindu 
traditions of androgyny to justify non-violence.  
The combination proved remarkably effective.  Well trained in the camps and 
convinced by the charismatic Badshah’s rhetoric and example, Pathan men were willing 
to suffer the most brutal treatment that the British meted out anywhere in their empire.  
The most shocking punishments foreshadowed Abu Ghraib. Tent pegs were hammered 
into the anuses of some protestors, while other prisoners were made to parade naked in 
front of their women.  Men in custody were infantilized, forced to slap one another, and 
otherwise shamed.  None of this did much good.  The rate of recantation was minimal, 
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and those who did recant became pariahs in their own society.  Some committed suicide 
out of remorse, which happened no place else in India.   
Following Nandy (1983), Banerjee  speculates that the sexual violence offered to 
the Pathans was a reflection of the colonists’ own ambivalence.  The Pathans, as a 
‘warrior race’ were admired by the British, who saw them as kindred souls and worthy 
opponents in battle.  But the Pathan were also known for permitting homosexual 
practices, which attracted the erotic interest of English officers.  The use of passive 
resistance by the Pathans was then especially upsetting, as it aroused forbidden 
associations with effeminacy and collapsed the British public school ideal of masculinity. 
Homoerotic punishments aimed to emasculate the Pathans who were challenging the 
shaky sexual identities of the colonizers.   This hypothesis could be expanded to 
understand the obscure motivations behind the sexual cruelty and humiliation that is so 
often characteristic of state-sponsored terrorism.   
There is much else in this book, including interesting and detailed descriptions of 
the internal organization of the KK, which was divided into a militant and civil wing.  
Also included are comparisons with other charismatic movements, and a heartfelt 
appreciation of the Badshah’s ability to build for the future, creatively combine various 
ideologies, and avoid being carried away by the adulation of his followers.  I was left 
with the conviction that emotional stability, maturity, and intelligence of leaders does 
matter very much when one is tracing the trajectory, value, and effectiveness of any 
collective.  The KK were very well led indeed, while the MQM was an inchoate 
grassroots organization which attached itself to an inexperienced leader.  Anthropological 
reluctance to look deeply at the character and capacity of leaders, as well as at the 
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attitudes of followers, is misguided; to understand social movements, and the directions 
they take, we ignore personalities at our peril.  At the same time, it is profoundly 
depressing that, despite extraordinary leadership and superhuman sacrifices by the 
devotees, the KK failed in its mission, and the frontier is now more violent than ever. 
CONCLUSION 
My reading of these very good, and very different, ethnographies of violence in 
South Asia leads me to highlight a few aspects which may be characteristic of the study 
of violence (and non-violence) elsewhere.  The anthropologists under review here all did 
their research on situations where extreme pain had been suffered and inflicted in 
struggles over local authority.  Each aimed at person-centered accounts that would invite 
reader identification (see Hollan 2001 for a discussion). None of the authors actually 
participated in any violence themselves, nor did they observe violent acts, and none of 
them have any independent check on whether the narratives they heard were accurate or 
not. To offset this lack, each followed different strategies.   The ‘experience-near’ work 
of Argenti-Pillen relied on close linguistic analysis to reveal the hesitations, 
circumlocutions and blurring of identity and responsibility that allows the villagers to 
continue their lives.  In contrast, the more ‘experience-distance’ ethnography of Verkaaik 
uses offhand comments and innuendos for material, buttressed by microanalysis of 
several life histories and by an encyclopedic knowledge of the history of the MQM.  It is 
no insult (more a compliment) to say that the result is much closer to very high quality 
journalism than it is to traditional anthropological text. Finally, Banerjee took an 
ethnohistorical approach, bringing every aspect of the now almost vanished movement 
into her text. What makes her account convincing, to my mind, are the sheer numbers of 
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stories she collected, and the way they hang together to build up a coherent picture of the 
KK movement in all its many facets.  Each of these methods can serve as an example for 
imitation in research undertaken in similar conditions. 
But each naturally has characteristic weaknesses. Evidently, the closer one is to 
the struggle, the more restrictions there are on access to participants and on the 
ethnographer’s connection to them.  Even more importantly, closeness to violence 
shatters narrative continuity and coherence, so that Argenti-Pillen had to rely on 
fragments of overheard comments and ambivalent ‘soundscapes’ for her material. The 
strength of her text is its potent evocation of the traumatized experiential reality of daily 
life in the beleaguered village, not its contribution to historical/political theory.  When 
violence cools over time, more access and connection become possible.  The chaos of the 
moment is gradually codified and ritualized, and fear, brutality, and rage are suppressed – 
though powerful emotional memories may still  break through to sever the narrative 
thread.  For example, most of the stories told to Verkaaik  were tales of heroic resistance 
by the muhajirs.  However, sometimes more ambivalent or negative revelations surfaced, 
as when the young men told of pain they had unjustly or thoughtlessly inflicted on 
innocent non-combatants, thus subverting their rhetoric of victimhood and opposition.  
The end result is that reader sympathy for the MQM activists is both undercut and made 
more complex.  In fact, Verkaaik’s entire narrative has an unfinished and open-ended 
quality.  This is not case with Banerjee’s ethnohistory of the Red Shirts, who saved, 
repeated, and treasured their personal narratives for many years before she collected and 
collated them. The idealized identities of these elderly activists are closely linked with 
their roles in a losing cause now long forgotten.  The stories these participants tell about 
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themselves and their compatriots are painted in glowing colors.  They emerge as genuine 
heroes, which they may well have been, but no opposing voices or internal contradictions 
are heard.   What we do have is a coherent, if perhaps somewhat romanticized, picture of 
the structure, context, and culture of an entire social movement.   
There are some characteristic correlations to be discerned here.  The closer to the 
disintegrating effects of terror, the less the coherence of the narrative, the greater the 
sensation of a generalized state of fear, the less the possibility of closure or idealization. 
The further from terror, the more stories condense into idealized memories, the more the 
actors become paragons.  At the same time, with distance ambivalence fades and the 
structure of the movement becomes increasingly visible.  In the middle ground, trauma 
and fragmentation emerge to disrupt the record being constructed by the various actors 
and agents, who are all too human in their self-contradictions, while the content of their 
social movement is correspondingly opaque.   I would think similar patterns would 
prevail wherever violence is studied. 
To sum up, all of these books provide innovative approaches to the ethnography 
of violence. They try in their different ways to humanize the experience, while attempting 
to put violence into theoretical and methodological frameworks.  Each is limited by the 
particularities of the case and the distance or closeness of their mode of analysis, each 
copes with the issues of ethnographic objectivity at different levels of involvement and 
immediacy.  None come to grips with the possibly unanswerable question.   How can 
human brutality ever be curbed?  
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